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Impex Alliance Trading Inc
IAT was established in 2016 by Ideyi Chuku 
and Tim MacKinnon who combined their 20 
years of experience as trade facilitators into a 
single operation focusing on trade facilitation 
and mining.

In early 2016 we began the acquisition of 
various mining operations in Africa including 
Iron, Copper, Zinc, Lead and Potash.  
Operations are expanding and in 2017 we 
began mining of Borate.  Recent aerial 
magnetic scans have revealed over 54- million 
metric tonnes of high-grade lead ore alone.

With our resources we can be a buyer-reseller 
when needed but our focus is to facilitate 
trade between Buyers and Sellers.  Buyers 
approach us based on our strong relationships 
with Sellers and Sellers know that we are 
cautious with what we present.

What We Do
Trade Facilitation:  Our job is straightforward, we introduce Buyers 
and Sellers.  In that job we endeavour to reduce the risk to both sides 
by ensuring that the Seller is capable and reliable and the Buyer is 
ready, willing and able.   With a dedicated compliance department we 
perform the first tier of due diligence resulting in a higher than 
industry standard rate of successful closings once the LOI is issued.

With world-wide connections and refined negotiation skills we find 
solutions for both Buyers and for Sellers.

Mining:  We mine various ores and other resources, then warehouse 
them and ready products to client’s packaging specifications and 
finally, based on client’s needs we can arrange logistics assuring a 
streamlined process from ground to delivery onto ships.
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How We Do It

The IAT Team reaches global clients, Sellers and Buyers.  Treating fellow facilitators as important and integral pieces of 
the projects brings everyone behind the objective creating a drive and indeed a passion to achieve results for our clients.  
While we mine Copper, Iron, Zinc, Potash. Lead and Borate and more resources, we are well integrated with the 
important traders and Sellers in the crude and fuel sectors around the globe.  With a dedicated DD and Compliance 
department and secure IT our clients benefit from streamlined offers without all the wasted time and effort.
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Our People
Responsible, diligent and driven to satisfy.

Our people embody our commitment to 
good corporate governance built on a 
foundation of trust and integrity.  
Experienced negotiators, trusted due 
diligence and compliance.

Our Vision
We wish to create the most trusted brand in 
the facilitating and mining domains.
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Languages
English, French, Spanish & German.
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Impex Alliance Trading Inc
Banking Details

Banking (Canada)
TD Canada Trust

614 Fleet Street, Toronto, ON, CANADA.  M5V 1B3
SWIFT Code TDOMCATTTOR

Account:  To be furnished when needed.
Account name:  Impex Alliance Trading Inc..
ABA (USD)  To be furnished when needed.
IBAN  To be furnished when needed.

Account office/manager:  Christina Pagliarioli
Manager email:  christina.pagliaroli@td.com
Telephone:  +1 416 360 7791
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114 Bedford Road, Toronto, ON.
2180 Marcil Avenue, Montreal, QC.

76 Brook St, Mayfair, London W1K 5EE, UK    

Banking UK  
Barclays

1 Churchill Place, London, ENG E14 5HP
Phone +44 (0) 20 7116 1000
Fax +44 (0) 20 7116 7665
Website www.barclays.com
SWIFT Code BARCGB21
Account and contact information to be furnished as needed.



Mining

•  In Africa we mine Iron, Copper, Zinc, Lead and Potash.  
Operations are expanding and in 2017 we began mining of 
Barite.  Recent aerial-magnetic scans have revealed over 54 
million metric tonnes of high-grade lead ore alone!

• Mining requires extensive studies, planning, intensive labour 
and heavy equipment.  Impex Alliance Trading Inc has already 
put in place the investments and the planning that is resulting in 
remarkable production in addition to content and well-rewarded 
employees.

•   In Africa one must have political acceptance of the operations 
in order to maintain continuous operations.  Working with the 
permission and ‘blessing’ of the various villages in addition to 
the municipal, provincial and national governments to improve 
living conditions, improve wages, and where required 
roadways, and to be a benefit overall are all critical components 
of the formula for successful mining operations in Africa.  With 
two generations of influence we are able to assure Buyers of 
consistent and reliable supply.
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